
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Impact of current economic conditions (eg inflation, inventory challenges)
on the luxury car market

•• Ownership and consideration of luxury cars
•• Luxury car brand purchase motivators and barriers
•• Consumers’ perceptions of select luxury car brands
•• Attitudes toward luxury car brands

Despite negative economic influences and unfavorable conditions impacting
the broader automotive market, over half (58%) of consumers who are planning
to purchase a vehicle within the next three years are considering purchasing a
luxury brand. While some of this may be aspirational, Mintel expects the luxury
automotive market to reach 2.6 million units sold in 2027. This growth and
interest is largely driven by consumers’ increasing interest in premium offerings
and electric options as well luxury brands’ greater immunity to supply chain
disruptions – resulting in greater inventory availability and offerings when
compared to the mainstream automotive market.

It will be important for brands to understand current consumer perceptions
across the industry and the factors that are most important to them. Therefore,
brands must continue to educate consumers on the benefits and offerings of
the brand to drive positive perceptions, consideration and purchase intent.
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“ As luxury brands continue to
both introduce all-electric
offerings and reach out to
growing consumer segments,
it will be crucial for them to
maintain and improve positive
perceptions among
consumers to drive future
growth.”
– Gabe Sanchez,
Automotive Analyst
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• What you need to know
• This Report looks at the following areas:
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• Market overview

Figure 1: Total US unit sales and forecast of select luxury car
brands, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 2: Luxury cars outlook, 2023-28

• Opportunities and challenges
• Consumer confidence drives consumers to be more critical

of their spending
• Educate consumers through in-person and virtual efforts
• Leverage social and environmental causes to drive appeal
• EV tax credits available for limited vehicles
• Appeal to growing consumer segments through CPO

offerings
• Key consumer insights
• Luxury vehicle ownership remains elevated
• Millennials, Gen X are among the most interested in luxury

car brands
• Self-indulgence is a key motivator among consumers

considering a luxury brand
• Consumers perceive luxury brands as stylish, cutting edge

and safe
• Aspects of affordability and value turn consumers away

from luxury brands

• Select luxury automakers have high potential for growth,
pending exterior impacts
Figure 3: Total US unit sales and forecast of select luxury car
brands, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 4: Total US unit sales and forecast of select luxury car
brands, at current prices, 2017-27

• Consumer confidence is increasing, but remains supressed –
causing consumers to remain critical of their spending
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Figure 5: Consumer Sentiment Index, 2007-23
• Market conditions drive up the cost of new and used

vehicles
Figure 6: Consumer Price Index, new vehicles and used
vehicles, 2017-22

• Gas prices raise concerns among consumers
Figure 7: US gasoline and diesel retail prices, 2007-22

• EV tax credits eligible for some brands, models

• Mercedes-Benz leverages sports portfolio to drive interest
in all-electric models
Figure 8: Mercedes-Benz leverages sports sponsorships to
drive appeal

• A$AP Rocky Collaborates with Mercedes-Benz for PacSun
Figure 9: Mercedes-Benz partners with A$ap rocky, PacSun

• Audi enters Formula 1
Figure 10: Audi to enter formula 1 from 2026 season

• AirConsole to bring gaming titles to BMW Vehicles
Figure 11: BMW Group partners with AirConsole to bring in-
car gaming

• Cadillac enters ultra-luxury
Figure 12: Cadillac leverages electrification to enter ultra-
premium segment

• Tesla aims to drive interest through partnerships
• Position CPO as an entry point to premium offerings

• Luxury car ownership maintains growth
Figure 13: Luxury vehicle ownership, 2019-22

• Millennials demonstrate the strongest interest in luxury
vehicles
Figure 14: General Motors partners with Netflix to showcase its
electrified vehicles
Figure 15: Luxury vehicle ownership and consideration, by
generation, 2022

• Ownership and consideration increase with income
Figure 16: Luxury vehicle ownership and consideration, by
household income, 2022

• LGBTQ+ consumers own and seek luxury car brands
Figure 17: Luxury vehicle ownership and consideration, by
LGBTQ+ status, 2022

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE LUXURY CAR CONSUMER – FAST FACTS
LUXURY CAR OWNERSHIP AND CONSIDERATION
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• Consumers seek to treat themselves
Figure 18: Luxury brand purchase motivators, by generation,
2022

• Lower-income consumers are driven by aspiration
Figure 19: Luxury brand purchase motivators, by household
income, 2022

• Multicultural consumers look to luxury brands as an
achievement
Figure 20: Luxury brand purchase motivators, by race and
Hispanic origin, 2022

• Affordability, value present a challenge for luxury car
brands
Figure 21: Luxury brand purchase barriers, by generation,
2022

• Female consumers are highly critical of affordability, fit with
lifestyle
Figure 22: Luxury brand purchase barriers, by gender, 2022

• Hispanic consumers indicate an interest in luxury brands,
despite affordability challenges
Figure 23: Luxury brand purchase barriers, by Hispanic origin,
2022

• Luxury brands perform well in perceptions of style, safety
and technology
Figure 24: Mercedes-Benz highlights availability of
personalization
Figure 25: Mercedes-Benz highlights commitment to recycled
materials
Figure 26: Volvo reaches consumers through Fotografiska
museum exhibit
Figure 27: Volvo highlights its history of safety innovation
Figure 28: Luxury brand perceptions, 2022

• Female consumers are more critical of safety
Figure 29: Mercedes-Benz highlights a commitment to
equality though safety
Figure 30: Luxury brand perceptions, by gender, 2022

• Tesla perceived as most cutting edge across generations
Figure 31: Sony Honda Mobility unveil the AFEELA prototype at
CES
Figure 32: Luxury brand perceptions, by generation, 2022

LUXURY BRAND PURCHASE MOTIVATORS

LUXURY BRAND PURCHASE BARRIERS

LUXURY BRAND PERCEPTIONS
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• Luxury brands perceived as high maintenance, irresponsible
purchase
Figure 33: Attitudes toward luxury car brands – Cost, by
generation, 2022

• Black consumers identify luxury brands as high
maintenance, but see value
Figure 34: Attitudes toward luxury car brands – Cost, by race
and Hispanic origin, 2022

• Status symbol, self-indulgence at the core of consumer
beliefs
Figure 35: Mercedes-Benz appeals to consumers’ interest in
self-indulgence
Figure 36: Attitudes toward luxury car brands – Feelings, by
generation, 2022

• Female consumers are more critical of luxury brands
Figure 37: Attitudes toward luxury car brands – Feelings, by
gender 2022

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Forecast
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

ATTITUDES TOWARD LUXURY CAR BRANDS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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